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ABSTRACT
This article examines the implication of Copyright Law and Book Law implementation of the service in the library. The research method used is normative juridical legal. The correlation between the Book Law, Law on Handover of Print and Recorded Works and the Library Law, both are lex specialist derogate generalist of the Copyright Law or not, according to the author is the adoption or depiction of the fair use and fair dealing doctrine as which is the social function of copyright. The Copyright Law provides protection for Author and Copyright Holder with exclusive rights to be exploited. Related to the Law on Handover of Print and Record Works which gives the obligation of the Author or Copyright Holder to deposit their work for the purpose of preservation and other social purposes to the library which is regulated in the Library Law.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Library institution as information managers will provide and put attempt and efforts to increase the amount of content and collections in order to fulfill maximum services which compatible with the expectations of both library users in the academic world and even society in general. In the digital era, which is currently in the 4.0 era, information transaction activities take place more dynamically and in a large number of frequencies or can be said to be mass for each day. The internet has encouraged various information institutions, including libraries to leverage the capabilities of the internet or the digital era to provide maximum services and able to reach without limits on time and place.

As in general books, periodicals or publication of information in various formats, both print and softcopy of library main collections are very closely related to Intellectual Property Rights, especially in Copyright. In terms of theoretical and practical dimensions, two inherent rights of the Author or Copyright Holder are attached. These rights include economic rights and moral rights. In the definition stipulated in Law Number 28 of 2014 on Copyrights (hereinafter referred to as the
Copyright Law) defines that economic rights are the exclusive right of the Author or the Copyright Holder in order to gain economic benefits from the Works. Whereas moral rights are rights to maintain the integrity of the works from any other party's intervention which possible to damage the creativity of the Author or Copyright Holder.

In addition to the provisions of intellectual property rights which need to be considered in the provision of literacy services. In Indonesia there are provisions of Law Number 3 of 2017 on The Book Collection System (hereinafter referred to as the Law on Book Collection System). The legal provisions specifically Article 57 states that electronic book development may carried out through:

1) Publishing Manuscript Books in electronic; and
2) Converting printed books into electronic books.

In further provisions of the Law on Book Collection System, Article 59 paragraph 1 till paragraph 3 states that:

1) The main textbooks can be converted into electronic books in order to make it easier for people to get and access the main textbooks;
2) Electronic books as referred to in paragraph (1) can be downloaded for free and duplicated
3) Provisions regarding the conversion into electronic books as referred to in paragraph (1) shall be regulated by a Ministerial Regulation

The existence of the provisions of the Law on Book Collection System especially in Article 57 and Article 59 certainly raises an issue of whether the Law is positioned as a lex specialist derogate generalist to the provisions of the Copyright Law or vice versa? Meanwhile, on the other hand especially in the concept of Intellectual Property Rights or in this case Copyright provides a protection for the results of human thought (creativity) as outlined in a work protected by the state with exclusive rights granted to individuals or in this case the author (Kukuh Tejomurti, 2017: 63). Therefore, it can withdraw a conclusion that Copyright is a private right, where the protection system supports the establishment of a documentation or publication system for the form of a work, so that the possibility of producing prior arts can be avoided or prevented.

Whereas in the Copyright Law especially in the provisions of Article 47 states every non-commercial library or archival institution may reproduce 1 (one) copy of the Works or part of the Works without permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder by:

1) Reprographic reproduction of a writing that has been published, summarized, or abridged to meet the demand of a person that:
   a. the library or the archival institution ensures that the copy will only be used for educational or research purposes;
b. the Reproduction is made separately and if it is repeated, that Reproduction must constitute unrelated events; and

c. no License is offered by the Collective Management Organization for the library or the archival institution in regard to the reproduced section

2) the reproduction of copies is for preservation, replacement of required copies, or replacement of copies in the event that the copy is lost, damaged, or destroyed from the permanent collection at the library or other archival institutions provided that:

a. it is impossible for the library or the archival institution to obtain a copy in reasonable conditions; or

b. the making of the copy is conducted separately or if done repeatedly, the making of copies must be unrelated events.

3) the reproduction of copies is intended for the purpose of interlibrary, interarchival institutions, and between library and archival institution Communication or information exchange.

The basic concept of Intellectual Property Rights protection or in this case Copyright as has been said by Robert Sherwood is Risk Theory to discuss the essence of Intellectual Property Rights as legal protection because it contains a risk (Sudrajat, 2010: 60). The risk here refers to the interests of individuals in personal, collective, and legal entity for the existence of a potential violation of exclusive rights or related which obtained economic rights illegally or against the law by other individuals. Therefore, the purpose of Intellectual Property Rights protection is the economic or private interests of the individual owner of exclusive rights.

In related with that, in practice due to disharmony and unclear provisions, a sizeable perception difference arises. In the group of librarians and libraries with one another, so the research team wanted to conduct research in several public tertiary libraries, especially in several state tertiary universities. Based on observations that there are 2 (two) different groups of views, the first group that is, considers duplicating in any form and reason is a violation of copyright, the second group, believes that duplicating books or library collections is not a violation of copyright, because there are normative provisions.

Thus, in providing services to the various types of collections it has, libraries in general and in particular at libraries in tertiary institutions need a careful step and process in order the service fulfils the demanded information of the users and are in accordance with the applicable provision. Because if a library can avoid the practice of copyright infringement by implementing regulations for its users, libraries, especially tertiary libraries, can be used as role models in the enforcement and dissemination of copyright. Based on the foregoing description, the formulation of the problem in this article is what are the Implications for the Implementation of the Copyright Law and the Law on Book Collection System?
II. RESEARCH METHODS

In this article, the authors will use the normative legal research method which is a method of legal writing based on legal theories, literature and in force legislation in society (Soerjono Soekanto, 2008: 42). The authors will conduct research based on legal theories as well as copyright theory, literature and legislation and other relevant references both for review to find implications due to the implementation of the Copyright Law and the Book Law in Universities. More specifically, the author will deeply examine the legislation related to providing Library Collection Service in universities.

The authors will also use a conceptual approach that moves from the opinions or doctrines which develop in the concept and theory of fair use (Peter Mahmud Marzuki, 2014: 177). Theories and concepts of copyright, the fair use doctrine, will be examined in more depth to find the core of fair use assessment. Furthermore, the basic concept of fair use is analyzed as a basis for determining implications due to the implementation of the Copyright Law and the Book Law in the provision of library collections in universities. Therefore, discovering of how should the practice of providing appropriate book collection services in order not to violate copyright is conducted, but may still demand the development of education in Indonesia.

III. RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Comparative Study Of Implication For Implementing Copyright Law And Book Law In The Library Collection Service

In this section, the authors will perform analysis regarding the rules associated with existing problems with the described foregoing theory. The authors will also put an effort to try to find an appropriate correlation between each of these regulations. The related regulations are as follows.

1. Law Number 28 of 2014 on The Copyright

The Copyright Law provides protection of a work with exclusive right of the Author or the Copyright Holder in order to gain economic benefits from the works (Law Number 28 of 2014 on Copyright, Article 8). As a result, the author can monopolize the rights, especially economic rights. One of the rights inherent in the protection of copyright is the right to obtain economic benefits from the work of reproducing both works and copies in all of its forms (Law Number 28 of 2014 on Copyright, Article 9). Books are one type of work that is protected by copyright, in the multiplication or duplication of books, it is imperative to get permission from the Author or Copyright Holder (Law Number 28 of 2014 on Copyright, Article 40).
The concept of IPR protection, especially in the case of copyright illustrates as if IPR is a monopoly system that is capitalist, individualist, and only concerned with the interests of right-holders from the protection of IPR. It raises an impression that there are only few social roles and functions of IPR (Kanti Rahayu, 2014: 36).

The social function of IPR plays a role in maintaining a balance between the interests of individuals (Author or Copyright Holder) with the public interest. The urgency of copyright protection is the balance between rights and obligations. If further observed, especially in the historical process of its protection, it is not only intended to protect the rights and obligations of the author, but also the rights and obligations of the community as users of the creation. The community has a role and is a party that needs the use of creation (Suyud Margono, et all, 2002: 18).

The main focus is changed to no longer the author's rights, but the factor of public interest also shall be paid an attention. The social function can be in the form of giving access to the community, allowing users of certain works and certain ways without permission, or allowing people to use or utilize the work properly, this is what is commonly called the fair use or fair dealing doctrine (Henry Soelistyo, 2010: 86). In Indonesia, the Copyright Law concerning the fair use or fair dealing doctrine use the term copyright restriction (exclusion) which is a form of concern for the existence of the public interest.

In accordance with the provisions contained in the Copyright Law, fair use or fair dealing is contained in Chapter VI concerning Restrictions on Copyright, that is in Article 43 to Article 49. To summarize the research, in the articles related to copyright restrictions, the author will only mention relevant provision to this research, especially related to copyright on books. Article 43 of the Copyright Law states that Acts that are not considered as Copyright infringements include:

1) Publication, Distribution, Communication, and/or Reproduction of State emblems and national anthem in accordance with their original nature;

2) Any Publication, Distribution, Communication, and/or Reproduction executed by or on behalf of the government, unless stated to be protected by laws and regulations, a statement to such Works, or when Publication, Distribution, Communication, and/or Reproduction to such Works are made;

3) Taking of actual news, either in whole or in part from a news agency, Broadcasting Organization, and newspaper or a. Announcement, Distribution, Communication and / or Duplication of national symbols
and national anthem according to their original nature; other similar sources provided that the source is fully cited; or

4) The production and distribution of the Copyrighted content through information technology and communication media that are not commercial and/or lucrative for the Author or related parties, or the Author expresses no objection to the manufacture and dissemination in question.

5) Reproduction, Publication, and/or Distribution of Portraits of the President, Vice President, former Presidents, former Vice Presidents, National Heroes, heads of State institutions, heads of ministries/nonministerial government agencies, and/or the heads of regions by taking into account the dignity and appropriateness in accordance with the provisions of laws and regulations.

Article 44 paragraph (1) of the Copyright Law states Use, retrieval, Reproduction, and/or change of Works and/or Related Rights products in whole or substantial part are not regarded as a Copyright infringement if the source is mentioned or cited in full for the purpose of:

1) education, research, scientific writing, report writing, writing of critique or review of a problem without prejudicing the reasonable interests of the Author or the Copyright Holder;

2) security and governance, legislative, and judiciary;

3) talks that are only intended for the purpose of education and science; or

4) performances or shows that are free of charge provided that they would not prejudice the reasonable interests of the Author.

Further, regarding to the portection of copyrighted book, Article 46 paragraph (1) states that Reproduction for personal use of Works that has been published may only be made for 1 (one) copy and may be carried out without permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder. In Article 46 paragraph (2), it mentioned that the Reproduction for personal purposes as referred to in section (1) does not include an entire or a substantial part of a book or musical notation. Subsequently, in paragraph (2) letter e states that Reproduction for personal purposes of which exercise contravenes the reasonable interests of the Author or the Copyright Holder.

The Copyright Law in this article is the core or basis for the regulation regarding copyright restrictions of several other relevant regulations. This is due to the fact that the Copyright Law contains the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing as the basis for the validity of the use of the work by the community without requiring permission or fees on terms and purposes
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that are considered reasonable. Further explanation will be contained in the related regulations or the next section.

2. Law Number 13 of 2018 on The Handover of Print and Recorded Works

Handover of print and record works in several countries has certain terms that is the obligation of creation deposit (legal deposit). Historically, deposits of creation have had arrangements for hundred of years. The first practice was carried out in 1537 when King Francois in France issued the *Ordonnance de Montpellier*. The regulation prohibits the sale of any book without first giving a copy to the royal palace library (Jules Lariviere, 2000: 6).

In its principle, the system of deposit creation is intended for the development and preservation of national book collections as publication material. The handover of printed and recorded works is actually an important matter for several reasons, such as preserving national cultural heritage, creating national collections, including research or documentation purposes, and many other purposes (Ben White, “Guaranteeing Access to Knowledge: The Role of Libraries”, http://www.wipo.int/wipo_magazine/en/2012/04/article_0004.html, Accessed on 25 June 2019).

Article 3 of Law Number 13 of 2018 on The Handover of Print and Recorded Works states that the implementation of handover of print and Recorded Works aims to:

1) realize national collections and preserve them as a result of the nation's culture in order to support development through education, research, and development of science and technology; and

2) save the Print and Record Works from the threat of danger caused by nature and/or human actions.

Observing at the history, before there was Law Number 13 of 2018 on The Handover of Print and Recorded Works, the regulation on creation deposits was regulated in Law Number 4 of 1990 on The Handover of Print and Recorded Works. In this previous law, Soekarman explained that the basis for the emersion of the law was the desire to collect and preserve national collections; guarantee the completeness of national collections; a means of learning, research and information in various scientific disciplines; become a means of compiling national, regional, and various scientific subjects; and providing statistical compilers for the production of printed works and national records (Soekarman Kartosedono, 2011: 245).

The essence of the the emersion of the law in Indonesia is that the Indonesian people must preserve the work of the nation's people therefore the law requires the publisher and record businessman to submit his work
to be managed to the party appointed in the law, which in this case is the National Library and the Provincial Library. The management is carried out by the National Library and the Provincial Library covering acceptance, procurement, enumeration, processing, storage, utilization, preservation and supervision. The management is also carried out by taking into account the protection of intellectual property rights of each work (Law on Handover of Print and Recorded Works, Article 15).

Another reason for the regulation of depositing this work emerged, was due to the concerns or fears from educational institutions, research, and libraries when they were taking or quoting other people's creations without permission which possible to raise problems. Whereas if considered from the previous explanation, social functions in IPR is necessary, however it shall also have certainty. Therefore, the emersion of the law was due to the lack of social function (Nadya Athira, 2018: 27).

The copyright restrictions in the Copyright Law also indirectly regulated the creation deposit, or it can be said to be the basis of the restriction of the creation. Based on Article 43 and Article 44 of the Copyright Law, accompanied with Article 47 which regulates Every non-commercial library or archival institution may reproduce 1 (one) copy of the Works or part of the Works without permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder. Despite the article, the deposit for the creation is not regulated further in the Copyright Law, but in the Law on Handover of Printed and Recorded Works. Therefore, the implication of the Copyright Law itself is only as a basis for the restriction of the creation or the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing, not to directly regulate the implementation of the deposit of the work (Nadya Athira, 2018: 39).

Regulations requiring deposits made by and to related parties, technical, sanctions and their implementation are regulated more completely in the Law on Handover of Copyrighted Works and Recorded Works. The parties that have the obligation to make a deposit of creation such as the Issuer, Producers of Recorded Works, state institutions, ministries, non-ministerial government agencies, universities, regional governments, and regional people's representative councils, the community. In essence, all parties who have printed or recorded works as creations both inside and outside Indonesia, if it is related to Indonesia's national interests, it is necessary to make a deposit of the work (Law Number 13 of 2018 on The Handover of Print and Recorded Works). Article 6 paragraph (1) and paragraph (2) of the Law on Handover of Copyrighted Works and Recorded Works state that:
1) Printed and / or Recorded Works in Indonesia produced through research by Indonesian citizens published abroad must be submitted to the National Library.

2) Printed and / or Recorded Works about Indonesia and made in Indonesia produced by foreign nationals published and / or published abroad must be submitted to the National Library.

From this explanation it does not mean that there will be an opinion that the Copyright Law was made because of the Law on the Handover of Print and Recorded Works, the two laws have different concepts. The Copyright Law regulates copyright protection does not require depositing inventions for preservation and is used as public education material. The obligation is contained in the Law on Handover of Print and Recorded Works, therefore creation deposit to be kept are preserved and utilized in accordance with the purpose of the Law on Handover of Print and Recorded Works, whereas in relation to copyright, only the provisions of Copyright Law which are fully applicable (Nadya Athira, 2018: 106-108).

These two regulations are actually complementing each other. This is because the Law on the Handover of Print and Record Works regulates the management of works in the form of printed works and record works such as books, songs, etc. are not regulated in the Copyright Law because it does not regulate for this purpose. Thus these two regulations do not contradict or do not violate each other due to different objectives and concepts. Therefore, in practice the two regulations are completing each other.

3. Law Number 3 of 2017 on The Bookkeeping Systems

Based on the mandate contained in the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, the Indonesian state has a goal to build the nation's civilization by developing the use of science through books as an effort to educate the nation's life and improve public welfare. In an effort to realize the objectives, the state has the obligation to be able to provide adequate educational facilities and infrastructure including ensuring open access to knowledge. This requires that the state must be able to ensure the availability of books in the community (Elga Andina, 2011: 80). Further provisions on bookkeeping are contained in Law Number 3 of 2017 on The Bookkeeping Systems, which in Article 4 states that the operation of the bookkeeping system is aimed at:

1) grow and strengthen the love of the motherland and build national identity and character through the formation of the Bookkeeping System;
2) regulate and realize the Book System and increase the quality and amount of book resources to produce Book Quality, cheap, and evenly distributed;

3) fostering the literacy culture of all Indonesian citizens; and

4) enhance the role of bookkeeping actors to promote Indonesian national culture through books in the midst of world civilization.

Book is one of the works that has the greatest value in life, because the book is the source of all knowledge in civilization. Before this era, the book was described as writing or printing on a piece of paper or other material that is put together (bound) so that it can be opened on the parts which want to read, and has a cover to protect the inside (Aryani Nauli Hasibuan, 2011: 92).

Books in any kind, whether magazines, newspapers, books, etc. Which have made as a repository of various kinds of science and information cannot deny the effects of the information digitalization. Indonesia is now starting to enter the digital era, where many things that can usually be seen in physical form can now be found in digital or electronic form. The effect of this digitalization on the books is the emergence of a new version of the book, that is in the form of digital, commonly known as e-books or electronic books or electronic books (Muchtar Anshary Hamid Labetubun, 2018: 139).

In an effort to follow these developments, the Book Law also follows the current era to accommodate the regulation of the book system. The definition of books in Article 1 number 2 of the Book Law is expanded as follows, books are written works and/or picture published works in the form of printed copies or in the form of electronic publications which are published periodically. This definition accommodates both printed or physical books and electronic books.

This is confirmed in Article 5 of the Book Law which states that the form of books consists of printed books and electronic books. The printed book in question is a written work in the form of text, pictures, or a combination of both published in printed and electronic form. While electronic books are written works in the form of text, images, audio, video or a combination of the whole which are published in electronic form.

Based on the objectives of the Indonesian state and also in the Book Law, it requires to educate the nation by providing quality, inexpensive and equitable books (Opening of the 1945 Constitution and Law Number 3 of 2017 on The the Book System). Increasing the interest of reading in Indonesia has become one of the preferred programs by the government (Suharmono Kasiyun, 2015). To realize this, quality, inexpensive, and equitable distributed
books seem to be an important slogan to be realized. The development of printed books into electronic books can be said as an effort to facilitate the realization of quality, inexpensive and equitable books.

Even so, each form of the book has advantages and disadvantages. Digitizing books has advantages in terms of accessibility, functionality, and cost-effectiveness (Dave Gunn, 2016). The high price is one of the shortcomings in the print book trade. This is due to the long distribution process, up to the distributor stage increasing to 60 percent of the initial price of the publisher which resulted to the difficulties to reach the books. The next drawback arises from the uneven distribution of publishing locations, as a result of the book distribution activities being the most dominant in certain islands. Nearly 80 percent of the publication is in Java, which caused an increase in the price of books sent to areas outside of Java. The distribution of bookstores experienced obstacles in remote areas, with limited access the price of books become even more expensive (Elga Andina, 2011 : 89).

The development of electronic books is one of the solutions to realize quality, inexpensive and equitable books. In Article 57 of the Book Law states that the development of electronic books can be done through; a) publishing manuscripts of the book in the form of electronic book; and b) converting printed books into electronic books. Furthermore, Article 59 of the Book Law states that the conversion of the main (printed) textbooks into electronic books is carried out to facilitate the public to obtain and access the main textbooks. The electronic books referred to above can be downloaded for free and duplicated.

However, if considering the other regulation, books become one of the manifestations of written works in the protection of IPR. As stated in Article 40 paragraph (1) letter a of the Copyright Law that Protected Works which include scientific, artistic, and literary Works, comprise: books, pamphlets, typographical arrangement of published written work, and all other written works; in this case, the published book needs to get protection as a form of appreciation for the creator. Book copyright protection follows all the arrangements in the Copyright Law, for example the moral rights and economic rights inherent in the Author and Copyright Holder of the books.

Article 9 of the Copyright Law states that an Author or Copyright Holder has the economic right to do:
1) publication of the Works;
2) Reproduction of the Works in all its forms;
3) translation of the Works;
4) adaptation, arrangement, or transformation of the Works;
5) Distribution of the Works or their copies;
6) the show Creation;
7) performance of the Works;
8) Publication of the Works;
9) Communication of the Works; and
10) rental of the Works.

Further, Article 9 paragraph (2) and paragraph (3) of the Copyright Law states that Every Person who exercises the economic rights as referred to in section (1) is obligated to obtain permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder and every person is prohibited from exercising Reproduction and/or Commercial Use without any permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder. If it is related to Article 57 of the Book Law, the implication of the activity is the development of electronic books which are included in the multiplication and/or use of works in the form of books, if intended for commercial purposes, it is required to ask permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder.

It is different if the development of electronic books is intended for non-commercial use. As examined in Article 43 till 49 of the Copyright Law, Copyright Restrictions is included the fair use and fair dealing doctrines. The use, duplication and so on if it is not intended for commercial activities can be done without permission from the Author and Copyright Holder, especially in educational activities, research, scientific papers and so on. Therefore, the development of the main textbooks (printed) which are converted into electronic books if it is not intended for commercial purposes, as well as complying the conditions stated in the Copyright Law, then it is not required permission from the Author and the Copyright Holder.

4. Law Number 43 of 2007 on The Libraries

The library is a place for collection of library materials for reading, learning, reference additions, services and other uses. Various kinds of collections in the library can be in the form of scientific works such as books, journals, final projects, magazines and other non-scientific works such as comics, fiction novels, and others (Amalia Tri Asmara Rotari, 2017). In the explanation contained in Law Number 43 of 2007 on The the Library (Library Law) explains, to realize Article 31 paragraph (2), Article 32, and Article 28 letter F of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia, the government needs to organize the library as the most democratic means for learning throughout life in order to fulfill the community's right to obtain information through library services to educate the nation's life. The purpose
of establishing a library (Law Number 43 of 2007 on The Library, Article 4) is to improve the intelligence of the nation's life through the development and utilization of libraries as sources of information in the form of written books, printed books, and recorded books.

The Library law states that the library is an institution that manages the collection of written works, printed works, and/or recorded works in a professional manner with a standardized system to meet the educational, research, preservation, information, and recreational needs of the visitors (Law Number 43 of 2007 on The Library, Article 1 paragraph 1). Whereas what is meant by library collections are all information in the form of written works, printed works, and/or recorded works in various media contained educational value, which are collected, processed, and served (Law Number 43 of 2007 on The Library, Article 1 paragraph 2).

Examined based on the meanings and objectives in the Library law, it is as if describing the close relationship between the library and the implementation of the creation deposit. The existence of authorized institutions for creation deposits, such as libraries, is also as important as the creation deposits itself. As a gateway to knowledge and culture, libraries play a fundamental role in society. The resources and services they offer create opportunities for learning, support literacy and education, and help shape new ideas and perspectives that are important for creative and innovative societies. They also help ensure authentic records of knowledge created and accumulated by past generations (Ben White, “Guaranteeing Access to Knowledge: The Role of Libraries”, http://www.wipo.int/wipo_magazine/en/2012/04/article_0004.html, accessed on 25 June 2019).

The function of the library in the Library law is a vehicle for education, research, preservation, information, and recreation to increase intelligence and empowerment of the nation (Law Number 43 of 2007 on The Library, Article 3). Libraries which carry out their functions as information centers that collect writing are also a collection of protected copyrighted works. The pattern of collecting works or creations (such as libraries) is possibly clash with copyright protection. On the one hand, the works that have been created by Author and Copyright Holder become an incentive to form the core of collections in the library, and help the authors as a means of publication. But on the other hand can restrict the community, researchers and librarians in carrying out development missions, research, even teaching and learning (Association of Research Libraries, Code of Best Practices In Fair Use for Academic and Research Libraries: 1).
In the provisions of the Library law there are Articles which possible to directly intersect with the protection of copyright, for example, from the work patterns of libraries which directly compile collections of works for use by visitors. And further in Article 7 paragraph (1) letter d, it states that the government is obliged to guarantee the availability of diversity of library collections through translation, transliteration (transliteration), transfer of voice to writing (transcription), and transfer of media (transmedia). Transmedia is the transfer of the form of library materials from printed forms to other media, such as microfilm, CD, and digital.

The entire library collection is selected, processed, stored, served, and developed in accordance with the interests of users by taking into account the development of information and communication technology (Law Number 43 of 2007 on The Library, Article 12 paragraph 1). The forms of transfer and development of the library collections in the form of the work will be in direct contact with the copyright protection of the author or the copyright holder, therefore it shall be carefully conducted to avoid violation.

The library has a key role in the generation to generation of knowledge distribution in the world. On one hand, the function of the library is clearly not socially commercial in nature which makes the utilization of the collected works should not require permission in accordance with the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing (Adler, Prudence, et all, 2010: 2). However, according to the regulation of copyright restrictions in the Copyright Law, there are conditions that must be obeyed in order to perform appropriate use of copyright in the category of copyright restrictions (fair use or fair dealing).

Article 47 of the Copyright Law stipulates that every non-commercial library or archival institution may reproduce 1 (one) copy of the Works or part of the Works without permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder by:

1) Reprographic reproduction of a writing that has been Published, summarized, or abridged to meet the demand of a person provided that:
   a) the library or the archival institution ensures that the copy will only be used for educational or research purposes;
   b) the Reproduction is made separately and if it is repeated, that Reproduction must constitute unrelated events; and
   c) no License is offered by the Collective Management Organization for the library or the archival institution in regard to the reproduced section.

2) the reproduction of copies is for preservation, replacement of required copies, or replacement of copies in the event that the copy is lost,
damaged, or destroyed from the permanent collection at the library or other archival institutions provided that:

a) it is impossible for the library or the archival institution to obtain a copy in reasonable conditions; or
b) the making of the copy is conducted separately or if done repeatedly, the making of copies must be unrelated events.

3) the reproduction of copies is intended for the purpose of interlibrary, interarchival institutions, and between library and archival institution Communication or information exchange.

Further, Article 48 stipulates that Reproduction, Broadcasting or Communication of Works for information purposes that specifies the source of and the name of the Author in full are not considered as Copyright infringements provided that the Works are in the form of:

a) articles in various fields that have been Published both in printed media and electronic media, unless its copy is provided by the Author, or is related to the Broadcasting or Communication of the Works;

b) reports of actual events or short excerpts of the Works that are viewed or listened to in certain situations; and

c) scientific papers, speeches, talks, or other similar Works conveyed to the public.

The provisions of Article 49 paragraph (1) stipulate that Temporary Acts of Reproduction of Works are not considered as Copyright infringement if the Reproduction meets the following conditions:

1) it is done during the digital transmission or the production of the digital Works in a storage media;

2) it is done by any Person authorized by the Author to transmit the Works; and

3) it uses any tools equipped with automatic deletion mechanism to prevent such Works to be displayed again.

Under these provisions, it requires that libraries can only make copies or without permission only once as much as 1 time on a protected work. This can only be used in reprographic copy writing without a license offered by the Collective Management Institute. Unauthorized copying can also be carried out for the purpose of maintaining, replacing required copies, or replacing copies in the event that a copy is lost, damaged or destroyed from a permanent collection in the library.
Preservation is a core function of the library, existing works can serve the community between generations, teachers, students, and researchers (Adler, Prudence, et al, 2010: 13). Basically the library does have features in the collection of works protected by copyright. In the writer's interpretation, the library institution is an institution that has no commercial purpose, therefore in carrying out its functions, the library becomes a good picture in the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing in the social function of copyright protection. However, from the foregoing conditions, copyright restrictions as for the still have more restrictions with the conditions specified. In its application, libraries shall be careful with the copyrights inherent in each creation.

It is due to the demand that the protection function of copyright can still be upheld and the social function of copyright can continue to be enjoyed by the public. Likewise with the missions and objectives of the library can continue to prosper the community. The mission is to collect, organize, preserve, and provide cultural and scientific heritage in the world for present and future generations. The library operates for the public in supporting education and training, access to science, information and culture. Ultimately the library can become an independent and neutral space committed to provide services based on equality and access for everyone (EIFL, Draft Law On Copyright, Including Model Exception & Limitations for Libraries and Their Users, WIPO, 2016: 43).

Restrictions on copyright can be said to be a manifestation of the copyright social function which also related to the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing (EIFL, Draft Law On Copyright, Including Model Exception & Limitations for Libraries and Their Users, WIPO, 2016: 43). In some countries, copyright restrictions are made to enable the multiplication of a work which are not qualified as infringement of copyright by conducting it fairly with conditions stipulated in the legislation and court jurisprudence (T. Randolph Beard, et al, 2016: 6). Whereas in considering aspects of losses in copyright infringement, it can be assessed from the liberal-individualistic theory, which based on natural law theory and risk theory (Ari Wibowo, 2015: 73).

Based on foregoing discussion, it is very necessary to pay attention to the importance of balance in protecting copyright and the rights inherent in society. The aspect which shall have considered is the fulfillment of fundamental rights, especially in education as contained in Article 31 of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. Therefore, the doctrine of fair use/fair dealing copyright on books is very important adjusted to the principles of social functions which makes a crystallization of the communalism values, spiritualism and inclusivism as basic values of Indonesia are translated into the values of Pancasila as the
nation's philosophy and which animates the 1945 Constitution as the constitution of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia (Anis Mashdurohatun, et al., 2017: vii).

The doctrine of fair use/fair dealing copyright on library collection books in state and private universities needs to be adjusted to the philosophy of the nation and the state, namely Pancasila. Indonesia as a country based on law, including the category of modern law adherents. Conception of a modern constitutional state can be referred to in the formulation of the State's objectives, namely: protecting the entire Indonesian nation and all spilled Indonesian blood, promoting public welfare, educating the nation's life and realizing social justice (I Gusti Ayu Ketut Rachmi Handayani, 2014: 51-52). In the sentence educating the life of the nation and realizing social justice is the basis of accommodation or adopting the doctor of fair use/fair dealing copyright on library collection books in state and private universities, so that the use of library books can be enjoyed by all components and guaranteed by the state through its legal instruments that are adapted to the ideology of the Indonesian people, namely Pancasila. So based on this there is a relationship between law and ideology that is the reciprocal relationship. Law is not only ideology supported by institutionalized social forces, but also institutionalized social forces that are articulated in and reinforced by ideology, in other words, ideology determines legal products and legal products will strengthen the prevailing ideology (Petrus cCKL Bello, 2013: 34).

Efforts to unite the basic concept of copyright show more liberal-individualistic side, with communal, spiritual and inclusivism values, which make the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing carry out social functions as listed in Chapter IV Copyright Restrictions on the Copyright Law. It can be said that the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing regardless of what direction the choice of copyright protection in the Copyright Law is contained in copyright restrictions. Apart from any possibilities regarding the Book Law, the Law on Handover of Print and Record Works, and the Library Law are a lex specialist derogate generalist of the Copyright Law or not, according to the authors, the interrelation of various articles in the regulation which even intersect with each other established the adoption or depiction of the fair use and fair dealing doctrines as the social functions of copyright.

The authors will simply describe the relevance of these regulations from this study. As the foregoing discussion, the Copyright Law provides protection for Author and Copyright Holder with exclusive rights that can be exploited. In Article 40 the Copyright law, states that books are one of the protected works. As regulated in a separately in the Book Law, books are written works and/or picture works published in the form of printed copies or in the form of electronic
publications which are published periodically. This definition accommodates that the definition of books regulated in the Book Law is not only books that are printed or physical, but also electronic books, therefore various forms and types of books obtain copyright protection for the Author and Copyright Holder.

Article 28 letter J of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia mandates that the absence of rights which can be fully monopolized and obliged to be subject to certain limitations, for likewise in copyright protection, there needs to be limitations in the rights that have been granted such as social functions which may be utilized by the community. The application of social functions in copyright protection in the book, is reflected in the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing that can be seen in the laws related to this research. In general, many countries in the world apply the fair use and fair dealing doctrine to enable the multiplication of creations, but are not included or qualified as copyright infringement (Sanusi Bintang, 1998: 49).

In the Copyright Law, the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing can be seen in Chapter VI on The Limitation of copyrights, Article 43 to Article 49, especially those relating to books are Article 43, Article 44 paragraph (1), Article 46 paragraph (1) and paragraph (2). The Law on Handover of Print and Record Works, gives an obligation to the Author and Copyright Holder holder to make deposits of his creation to the institution to which the government is aiming. This creation deposit aims to preserve national cultural heritage, create national collections, and research or documentation purposes. The existence of library as an authorized institution to make a creation deposit is important as well. The Library law and the Law on Handover of Print and Recorded Works seem to have a close relationship. These conservation efforts have a social function for the development of intergenerational generations, in order to avoid ruled out of any rights. However, the working patterns of collecting a collection of creations in one institution will be in direct contact with the protection of copyright, therefore legal certainty between copyright protection and the needs of the public is needed, which solved by the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing to balance these interests. However, the parties involved, especially those who make use of the creation, need to remain careful by following the conditions so as not to harm the creator and the copyright holder.

The doctrine of fair use and fair dealing in its application raises a lot of debate and difficulties for the community to use. There are many concerns about copyright infringement that occur in using copyright restrictions (Ben Depoorter & Fransesco Parisi). This is due to fair use or fair dealing does not merely determine "right or wrong" or clearly can be determined, but requires further analysis of each set of circumstances. In this case, the provisions contained in
the law regarding fair use or fair dealing (especially fair use in the United States) are deliberately made more open and flexible which makes it possible to apply according to the facts and circumstances that occur in each case (Lesley Ellen Harris, 2015).

The authors will give a bit description of the case as a projection of how to apply the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing in copyright protection. After reading in the previous section, the form of the handover of print and record works in a library in relation to copyright protection has several restrictions. During this time, many deposit creations were carried out through file uploads via the internet. This means that the copyrighted works of books (whether journals, theses, theses, reports, or other related matters) are deposited into the library in digital form.

If the librarian or library wants to convert the creation by printing the digital book, does it require permission to the Author and Copyright Holder? This is in accordance with the third part of the Book Law on The the Development of Electronic Books, especially Article 57 and Article 59. Although in that articles state the opposite, when printed book is converted into an electronic book, the authors argue that if it is in the same goal which is to facilitate the public to obtain and access books or aim to preserve the existing collection of books, then this is the same.

In this circumstance, the conformity with the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing that allows reproducing works without permission and does not violate copyrights justified if the purpose is for educational purposes, public discussion, or others that are not included in commercial activities (Ariel Katz, 2012: 3). The conversion of the creation in a digital library collection into a printed form, with the aim of adding to the library's collection is clearly not purposed for commercialization. It can also analyze these cases through factors that can be considered in the use of fair use or fair dealing.

The initial factor is the purpose and character of the use of the work, which is the main factor that decides whether an act includes a fair use qualification or not. It may simply be conducted by testing whether there is a profit motive derived from the use of the work (William F Pantry and Shira Perlmutter, 1993). As the purpose of the case description is to add to the library collection by printing books (creations) into the form of printed works. In certain circumstances it can even be repeated, the existing collection of books will be lent to the public, and whether the conditions of the loan have a fee collection or not? This depends on the policies of each library. However, usually borrowing books from a library is free of charge, moreover the library of a college for students or the community is usually free of charge. As supported by the arguments in the theory section above, usually the court is more supportive of the use of creatures that are transformative
Conversion can be said to have the same meaning as the use of creatures that are transformatively. Therefore, the objective factors and character of the use, in this case, are included in the qualifications of the fair use or fair dealing doctrine.

The second factor is the nature of published works. This factor itself in the United States rarely appears in related cases, which makes this factor has the least influence from the fair use analysis factor. The form of the first publication is taken into consideration in factors for fair use reason (D. Naver, 1997: 105). In the description of existing cases, the first publication of the creation deposited to the library is in the form of digital, while in the process of conversion it will be converted into a printed form. The existing conversion is able to change the nature of creation with an objective that will also change. In the second factor, the description of this case fits into the qualifications of the fair use or fair dealing doctrine. But if examined further in the description of the fair use doctrine, this factor has a close relationship with the fourth factor, that is the economic effect of the use of the work, where if a work has properties that are very similar to the market for which the copyrighted work is intended, then the fair use reason may be dismissed (Arthur R. Miller and Michael H. Davis, 1984: 355). Regarding this, the authors will explain further on the fourth factor later.

The third factor is the amount and substance of the portion of the work used. In this factor, the principle usually used is "the more the taking, the more the infringement", or it can be said that the less that is taken, the greater the action is in the fair use doctrine (March Lindsey, 2003). Indeed, when viewed from this factor, the description of existing cases can be said to be rejected to qualify the fair use doctrine. The process of converting a work (book) from digital into a printed form, directly takes the entire portion of the amount and substance of the work. But this is different when applied in matters involving library activities. A little extra explanation because the doctrine of fair use in these factors is oriented to the United States, then in Section 108 of the Copyright Act 1976 states it is not an infringement of copyright for a library or archives, or any of its employees acting within the scope of their employment, to reproduce no more than one copy. Likewise in Indonesia, regarding copyright restrictions in library affairs is regulated in a separate article, which the author will explain later. In this third factor, although the case description does not include a fair use qualification, consider the objective and character factors that are not for commercial purposes, the strengthening of these factors is also supported by special regulations in limiting copyright in libraries.
The fourth factor is the effect of using creation on market potential. This factor will assess the fact that a case will be classified if the impact of the incentives (economic value) on the creator is minimal or small (USG Copyright Policy, The Fair Use Exception, https://www.usg.edu/copyright/the_fair_use_exception accessed on 25 June 2019).

This factor has links with other factors, for example with the nature factor of creation. If the nature of the work is also used for similar fields with similar potential profit, then the reason for fair use can be rejected (Arthur R. Miller and Michael H. Davis, 1984: 355). In the description of existing cases, an electronic book with a predetermined market by the Author and Copyright Holder, for example, students or lecturers, will indeed affect the market potential because it does not rule out the possibility of an option to borrow books from the library instead of buying the book. However, when viewed from the impact of the loss, this is felt to be very minimal, for example copyright restrictions require that only 1 (one) copy which may be made, then access to books that can be borrowed at the library is only very little in a limited time. So that people who need the book if they really want it easier and not limited to reading the book, still have to buy books from the Author and Copyright Holder. Therefore, according to the authors, in the description of existing cases, it still falls into the fair use classification because the impact of incentives (economically) is only minimal.

If observing from the statutory regulations in Indonesia, the relevant provision of the Copyright Law can be seen in Article 47 which stipulates that every non-commercial library or archival institution may reproduce 1 (one) copy of the Works or part of the Works without permission from the Author or the Copyright Holder by:

a. Reprographic reproduction of writing that has been Published, summarized or abridged to meet the demand of a person provided that:
   1. the library or the archival institution ensures that the copy will only be used for educational or research purposes;
   2. the Reproduction is made separately and if it is repeated, that Reproduction must constitute unrelated events; and
   3. no License is offered by the Collective Management Organization for the library or the archival institution in regard to the reproduced section.

b. The reproduction of copies is for preservation, replacement of required copies, or replacement of copies in the event that the copy is lost, damaged, or destroyed from the permanent collection at the library or other archival institutions provided that:
   1. it is impossible for the library or the archival institution to obtain a copy in reasonable conditions, or
2. the making of the copy is conducted separately or if done repeatedly, the making of copies must be unrelated events.

The law allows libraries to copy or make copies, but with conditions that must be met. As a mandate in the Law on Handover of Printed and Recorded Works to realize national collections and preserve the nation's culture, which has the same interrelated interests with the library as the authorized institution in depositing this creation. Whereas in the Article 7 paragraph (1) letter d of Library Law states that the government is obliged to guarantee the availability of library collections diversity through translation, transfer of letters (transliteration), transfer of voice to writing (transcription), and transfer of media (transmedia). Transmedia is the transfer of the library materials form from printed forms to other media, such as microfilm, CD, and digital. Then it becomes according to the transmedia form from digital to print form to be carried out, which proposed for preservation.

In addition to the Book Law also mandates that Article 57 of the Book Law states that the development of electronic books can be done through; a) publishing book manuscripts in the form of electronic books, and b) converting printed books into electronic books. Furthermore, Article 59 of the Book Law states that the conversion of the main (printed) textbooks into electronic books is carried out to facilitate the public to obtain and access the main textbooks. Therefore, in the description of existing cases, to be in accordance with the reasons for the preservation of digital books, it is necessary to make copies in printed form.

However, it is still necessary to pay attention to the conditions contained in the Copyright Law, especially the copyright restriction section, such as the conversion from digital books to electronic books or vice versa as copies can only be made 1 (one) for maintenance purposes, if the library is not possible to obtain copies in reasonable conditions, or the making of the copy is conducted separately or repeatedly, the making of the copy must be an unrelated event. Duplication can also be done by the library to fulfill a person's request with the condition that the library is able to assure that it is only used for educational and research purposes, further, any repeated copy must be an unrelated event, and no license is offered from the Collective Management Institute. If this is complied by the library, then it may be included in the fair use classification.

In the description of the case, it is indeed too simple, but it can at least illustrate that the application of the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing or copyright restrictions is not easy, not clearly determined "right or wrong" but needs further analysis depending on each case. In Indonesia, there are only a few cases which in defense reasons for the application of the doctrine of fair use or fair dealing or copyright restrictions, is different from in the United States which was even made a decision index database by the United States Copyright Office that can
be used to see jurisprudence in previous cases as research material as well as for the defense reasons of a case (Lesley Ellen Harris, 2015). This is very helpful in a court system with the common law model (Gerald Postema, 2003).

In addition, prior research conducted by Retno Sari Widowati, Sentot P. Sigito, and M. Zairul Alam who examined by comparing the application of the principle of fair use related to book propagation policies in Indonesian and Australian tertiary libraries. The study was conducted in Indonesia at libraries in Universitas Brawijaya and Universitas Airlangga which both have regulations from the Chancellor, which does not provide explicit policies regarding the multiplication and propagation of creation. It only describes and explains the rules for the review of books with sanctions, not specifically giving strict rules related to the creation. Whereas in Australia, research was conducted on Wollongong University library policies that have very strict copyright protection, such as library copyright policies, basic copyright, and library code of ethics rules. There are terms and conditions which only allow any copy if it does meet the requirements stated in the Australian Copyright Law to copy a shift in time, space, purpose, format. However, all staff and students are strictly prohibited from using infrastructure for copying or for entertainment purposes (Retno Sari Widowati, et all, 2015: 5-8).

It is then being a solution to facilitate the process of analyzing the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing, a checklist can be made as implemented by several agencies in the United States. The checklist is made simple to be applied even by people who have not learned about the law. The checklist is as contained in appendix 1. It is expected that the existence of "tools" made like this can make it easier for the public to use copyright restrictions for the purposes set out in the law and the losses suffered by the Author and Copyright Holder in order to avoid violations of copyright.

Implications of the Copyright Act and the Act as the author discussed earlier, based on data from the observation team of writers to several libraries in universities, especially on the island of Java, while still accommodating requests from such turnover that is disguising the name of the institution (institution). In subject X, starting from 2 (two) years before, 144 lost books/collections and the lost collections were replaced by students with original books or proportional copies, which is replacing 97 original books and replacing copies. as many as 47 pieces of collection. On the subject of library Y starting from 2 (two) years earlier, 177 lost books/collections were lost and the collections were replaced by students with original books or proportional copies, ie replacing 91 original books and replacing them in the form of copies. as many as 86 pieces of collection. Whereas for subject Z starting from 2 (two) years before 107 books/collections
were lost and the lost collections were replaced by students with original books or proportional copies, i.e., replacing 87 original books and replacing copies as many as 20 pieces of collection. Based on this, it can be said that the libraries in several state universities on the island of Java there is a policy of allowing can not be separated from the normative provisions that exist both in the provisions of the Copyright Law and Other Laws as discussed by the author and also several libraries in these universities carry out Presidential Instruction No. 8 of 2016 dated August 26, 2016 to carry out austerity measures in the framework of implementing the Revised State Budget (APBN-P) of the Fiscal Year from 2016 to the present.

IV. CONCLUSION

The need to adjust the concept of copyright protection which is capitalist, individualist, and only concerned with the Author and Copyright Holder with Indonesia's basic values that hold the values of communalism, spiritualism, and inclusivism, with social functions reflected in the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing, makes Indonesia regulate copyright restrictions. The correlation between the Book Law, Law on Handover of Print and Recorded Works and the Library Law, both are lex specialist derogate generalist of the Copyright Law or not, according to the author is the adoption or depiction of the fair use and fair dealing doctrine as which is the social function of copyright. The Copyright Law provides protection for Author and Copyright Holder with exclusive rights that can be exploited. In Article 40 of the Copyright Law, books are one of the protected works. Regarding books, it has been regulated in a separately in the Book Law, which regulates that books are not only printed but also electronic or digital to protect various forms and types of books.

Article 28 letter J of the 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia mandates that no rights can be fully monopolized and must be subject to certain restrictions. Likewise in copyright protection, there are copyright restrictions which are social functions that reflect the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing. In essence, this doctrine permits the multiplication of creations but is not included or qualified as infringement of copyright. Related to the Law on Handover of Print and Record Works which gives the obligation of the Author and Copyright Holder to deposit their work for the purpose of preservation and other social purposes to the library regulated in the Library Law. With the working pattern of collecting a collection of creations, such as books in one institution will be in direct contact with copyright protection, it is necessary to have legal certainty to balance copyright protection with the community demands. Therefore, the role of the doctrine of fair use and fair dealing in Indonesia is known as copyright restrictions to accommodate any effort to balance the interests.
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